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TOP 5 SPICE BOWLS
There is no debate that slayter either has a smacking spicebowl, or that thing is inedible. Today folks will be 

going down our list of the top five spice bowls at slayter

#5. The Italian Bowl
When you just came out of a workout, this is the perfect thing for you. If you’re just looking for a quick lunch. 

Maybe not so much. It has its moments of being great, but in the end it’s a mid tier bowl

#4. The Greek Bowl
The greek bowl is honestly good, and it can really hit the spot. But with the chipotle bowl and the barbecue 

bowl there, it just gets outshadowed real quickly. If not for those, it would be higher on our list

#3. The Barbecue Bowl
This bowl is excellent. The mac and the chicken is a sick combo, and honestly I don’t know why they only 

serve it like twice a semester. The only downside is that it is a hefty bowl, once you eat it, you can’t eat it for 
another two days

#2. The Chipotle Bowl
Once the chipotle bowl comes out, I eat it legitimately every single meal. Once you get the guac and sriracha 

combo, it honestly doesn’t feel like Denison food. It is great, but it is just shy of number one

#1. The Poke Bowl
This bowl comes out like once a semester, but once it does the line is out the door. Even though you don’t 

exactly get the freshest fish in Ohio, but it is near the real thing. It is a hot commodity at Denison, and when it 
comes don’t miss out on your opportunity

          -Ari Skolnik ‘25

THINGS TO SAY TO MAKE YOUR FRIENDS A LITTLE MAD
the floor is guava

when I hear about flightless birds, there’s a penguin in my heart 

Sea mammals move with a porpoise

What does water say when it’s surprised? 
H2 O!!!!

You remember that reptilian Star Wars character Darth Gator?

 
       -Jen Clancey, Ex-Jersey Farmhand
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR: DREAM DILEMMA
 I saw you were calling for submissions to the BullSheet in Thursday’s Lena Hanrahan edition. I qual-

ify for Bullsheet submission under the “ WHEN YOU SLEEP AT NIGHT, DO YOU DREAM HORRIBLE 

THINGS?”. Yes. But that’s not the point. 

 I had a dream this semester in which I believe I was fighting someone, or maybe just shadow boxing. One 

of the distinct memories I had was seeing a dear friend of mine strolling around in the background of my well-lit, 

action-packed moment. Then, she was gone. I thought it was all okay, until my friend’s face jogged the memory 

the next day. I did something bad. I told her she was in my dream, but then she asked “oh, what were WE do-

ing?” 

 I did the thing where you avoid a question by asking the same question back even louder. We were in 

Slayter and Steve Lacy’s “Dark Red” was playing in the background. 

 

 “Are you avoiding my question??” She asked. 

 I ran. Past Knapp, past the bridge. Then I stopped, turned around and ran back because I forgot my ID on 

the counter of the Spice Bowl station. Then, I ran again. 

 I need help Bullsheet minds: how do I tell my friend that she only played a background character in my 

dream? How do I tell her she was merely an extra in the story?

          -Jen Clancey ‘23

“Um. You know when its’ 35 degreees on a nice chilly march day and.. (long pause)

And you wear a mask because your face is getting cold? (Longer pause)

I actually don’t know where this is going. 

Did you write that? And then you get beat up? 

(childlike giggles)

Hmm...

Good story.  I wish I was creative.  Please don’t judge me if you read this. People are weird, man.

Sometimes I think we take ourselves too seriously. But most of the time I’m just really bored. Alright that’s it. Ooh wow. 

Don’t write that down. You’re blind as hell. These glasses... They

re just... zoomey. You farsighted? Nearsighted, whatever it is? I just put a tack in your wall.  STOP ATTACKING ME.”
       -Murph

“can you make all that times new roman? that’s what my professors want.”
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